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Summary y 
Thee primary goal of this thesis was to understand and improve miniaturized and fast 

separationss of narrowly and broadly distributed polystyrenes by Size-Exclusion 

Chromatography.. This goal was largely achieved and significant progress was made. 

Duringg the course of this work the interest shifted from miniaturized SEC to Fast SEC, both 

inn our laboratory and elsewhere. 

Inn chapter 1 a brief introduction to SEC is given and the needs for miniaturized and fast 

separationn techniques are presented. Specific attention is paid to comparisons with other 

techniques.. The importance of accurately describing the calibration curve is elaborated on. 

Inn chapter 2 band-broadening effects in SEC are described. Extra-column, column and 

polydispersityy contributions to the observed peak width are discussed. Experimentally it 

wass proven that chromatographic band broadening dominates the dispersion phenomena in 

thee SEC separations of narrow standards on single columns. A new concept, the 'SEC 

integrityy index', is introduced in this chapter for quantitatively evaluating the performance 

off  SEC systems. This concept takes into account all the contributions to band broadening 

andd it can be graphically displayed in an integrity plot. The latter relates the integrity index 

too the molar mass and polydispersity of a specific sample. Integrity plots can be easily 

constructedd for any type of column under given experimental conditions. 

Miniaturizedd SEC is particularly interesting when only very small amounts of sample or 

eluentt are available. Chapter 3 describes an approach to compare conventional SEC 

columnss with narrow-bore and micro-bore columns. In this chapter molar-mass 

distributionss of the same sample obtained on columns with different volumes are compared. 

Thee effects of miniaturization on the measured characteristic molar-mass averages (peak 

molarr mass, Mp, number-average molar mass, M„,  and weight-average molar mass, A/„) and 

implicitlyy on the polydispersity index (PDI= Mw I M„)  are described. The conventional SEC 

columnss are found to be more convenient and more robust. Miniaturization can be 

achieved,, but the chromatographic band broadening is difficult to control. Differences in 

thee calibration curves have a large effect on the obtained molar-mass distribution (MMD) 

andd characteristic averages, but statistical calculations proved that differences in 

chromatographicc dispersion between different columns also play a significant role. 

Chapterr 4 is devoted to fast separations by SEC. Different approaches to increase the speed 

off  separations are described. The effects of an increase in the flow rate are evaluated. 



Sitmmar\' Sitmmar\' 

provingg that a compromise between the speed and resolution must be struck. Simulations 

aree used to design appropriate columns and to better understand the experiments. Fast 

separationss in size-exclusion chromatography are found to be more favorable than 

suggestedd by conventional theory, thanks to relatively good column efficiencies at high 

(reduced)) velocities. Integrity plots are constructed for short SEC columns. 

Chapterr 5 deals with Toppe-plots1 for fast polymer separations. Toppe-plots' provide a 

clearr and unambiguous way to discuss the performance limits of separation systems. The 

effectss of particle size, pressure drop, and column permeability can be illustrated using such 

plots.. In the present chapter the Toppe-plots' constructed for Fast SEC are found to be 

significantlyy different than those commonly observed in HPLC. This is due to very high-

reducedd velocities encountered in Fast SEC. An important practical conclusion from this 

chapterr is that relatively long columns at very high flow rates are favored for Fast SEC. The 

resultss are based on experimental data obtained for polystyrenes using THF as mobile 

phase,, but may be equally valid in other cases, for example for the high-throughput 

screeningg of proteins by size-exclusion chromatography. 

Inn chapter 6, comprehensive two-dimensional SEC (SECxSEC) is used as a tool for 

studyingg band-broadening mechanisms. Normally two very different separation 

mechanismss are exploited in the two-dimensional separations. However, in this chapter 

SECxSECC is demonstrated to be an elegant tool to measure the contributions of the sample 

andd the chromatographic system to the observed peak width separately. The sample is first 

fractionatedd in the first dimension, which results in very narrow fractions. These are 

subsequentlyy injected in the second dimension, where only chromatographic contributions 

too the band broadening are observed. 
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